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The Inscrutable Question: Biblical & Geological Support for Catastrophism, Rom 1:18-22; Charles Lyell’s Antidote of Uniformitarianism

	20.	The process that Jeremiah describes and Dr. Barnhouse explains is referred to by geologists as “catastrophism,” a “law of nature” that explains the disheveled arrangement of the earth’s strata.  Catastrophism was once widely accepted by the scientific community but was erroneously discredited in the twentieth century by the teachings of those who subscribe to the theology of evolution.
	21.	The validity of the law of catastrophism is presented in an entry found in the:
Encyclopaedia Britannica, 15th ed., s.v. “Uniformitarianism”:
Georges Cuvier /Kuev-yea/, a master of vertebrate paleontology and comparative anatomy, found discontinuities in the fossil record of ancient life and explained it by what he called “recurrent catastrophies.” 
As envisioned by Cuvier, the catastrophic episodes that divided the history of the Earth into chapters were brief, convulsive, and lethal.  Sudden changes in the level of land and sea were attended by the upheaval and dislocation of strata to form ranges of mountains, by the flooding of continents, and by abrupt changes of climate.  Whole races of organisms were supposedly wiped out; terrestrial animals drowned, and marine life was left stranded as parts of the ocean’s floor were uplifted.  Following each convulsion, the normal order of nature was restored and the Earth was repopulated.  Cuvier estimated that the last catastrophe took place 5,000 to 6,000 years ago when a deluge covered all areas previously inhabited by man.  The few surviving men and other animals then propagated and spread over the lands left dry after this flood subsided.
	22.	What Cuvier discovered were the results of the sudden judgments imposed upon the planet due to the original sins of Lucifer and Adam and the degradation of the human race by demonic cohabitation with human women prior to the universal flood.
Some further observations from the Britannica entry are pertinent:
In the catastrophist view, the folded and fractured strata of mountain chains, in which former marine sediments now stand thousands of meters above sea level, seemed to call for forces greater by many orders of magnitude than any manifest in nature today.  Great thicknesses of course sandstone and conglomerates which occur at intervals throughout the stratigraphic column, were taken as evidence of ages of violent aqueous action.  Beds in which the fossilized remains of marine animals and terrestrial plants were mingled seemed to attest the destructiveness of events.  Whole mountains of igneous rock exist, and the magma that formed these masses must have burst through the Earth’s crust. The widespread veneer of alluvium upon the continents was thought to record the force of the last great deluge, which also excavated gorges and canyons as the waters subsided.
	23.	The Scripture not only presents these catastrophic events in context but there is plenty of descriptive and retrospective commentary to support each of them.
	24.	Therefore, those who do not accept the biblical testimony of divine creative acts and catastrophic judgments are without excuse:
Romans 1:18 -	[CTL] Judgment from God is being revealed from Heaven against all heathen and unrighteous ones who suppress truth through unrighteousness.
v. 19 -	Because what is known about God is evident academically to them for God has revealed Himself to them.
v. 20 -	For since the creation [ kt…sij ktisis, the Greek synonym for the Hebrew arB bara ] of the world His invisible attributes are clearly perceived being obvious through the things he has created [ po…hma poiema: the Greek synonym for the Hebrew hcu asah and hnB banah ], namely, both His eternal power [ omnipotence ] and His divine essence, so that they are without excuse.
v. 21 -	Because when they knew God [ God consciousness ] they did not honor Christ as God [ negative volition at Gospel haring ] nor did they feel obligated to thank Him [ the arrogance of unbelief ], but, in fact, as a result of their negative volition, they received worthless thoughts in their evil machinations and their ignorant stream of consciousness received darkness [ blackout of the soul ].
v. 22 -	Although they claimed to be wise they became fools.
	25.	Paul makes it clear that God has made Himself clear.  The Lord has manifested His invisible attributes of omnipotence, omniscience, sovereignty, and justice by means of the original creation and subsequent catastrophic acts.
	26.	The results of the Lord’s judicial decisions against creature rebellion are recorded on the very face of the earth for man to observe, recognize, and accept.
	27.	However, the scientific community has chosen over the past two centuries to ignore the terrestrial record in favor of “worthless thoughts” and in the process “became fools.”
	The human viewpoint antidote for the catastrophists’ assertion of supernatural interventions into cosmic history was present even in the first century.

Webster’s Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary, s.v. “Antidote”:
A remedy to counteract the effects of poison.  Something that counteracts.
	29.	However, before going there it is important to note the antidote’s revival in the form of “uniformitarianism.”  This is the title given the theory by eighteenth-century Scot geologist James Hutton and advanced in the nineteenth century by fellow Scot geologist, Sir Charles Lyell /LY-el/.  Hutton and Lyell’s assumptions are also presented by:
Encyclopaedia Britannica, 15th ed., s.v. “Uniformitarianism”:
James Hutton’s Theory of the Earth, published in 1795, developed the idea that the Earth functions essentially as a heat machine.  The agents of erosion wear down the continents over long periods of time.  In the record of the rocks, Hutton saw an apparently endless sequence of cycles that afforded “no vestige of a beginning, no prospect of an end.”  Although he was willing to concede that the Earth was divinely created as an abode suitable for man and other organisms, he invoked no supernatural causes to explain the workings of the terrestrial heat machine once it had been set in motion.  As far as the length of time that has elapsed since the world was formed, Hutton was only certain that it must be vast beyond human comprehension.  “Time is to nature endless and as nothing.”
Lyell incorporated Hutton’s views on the immensity of geologic time, the idea that past changes in the configuration of the Earth can be explained in terms of natural causes now in action.  Great changes in the Earth’s [configuration are] accomplished by a series of small changes operating over long periods of time.
Lyell insisted that the subject of “first causes” lay beyond the reach of geology.  If the reconstruction of the Earth’s history is to be pursued on scientific grounds, geologists are constrained to invoke only naturalistic causes: causes presently in operation.
One of the prejudices that has persistently retarded the progress of geology, Lyell contended, is the tendency to undervalue greatly the duration of geologic time.  Compressing a lengthy sequence of geological events into a span of time that is unreasonably short can indeed cause these to unfold in a manner that might seem miraculous.
	30.	Well, all this is old hat.  These very same ideas were prevalent when the Apostle Peter wrote in:
2 Peter 3:3 -	Know this first of all, that in the last days mockers will come with their mocking, following after their own lusts,
v. 4 -	and saying, “Where is the promise of His coming?  For ever since the fathers fell asleep [ the deaths of the Israelite patriarchs, i.e., Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Moses ], all continues just as it was from the beginning [ uniformitarianism ] of creation [ kt…sij ktisis: Greek for the Hebrew arB bara ].”
v. 5 -	For when they [ James Hutton, Charles Lyell, et el. ] maintain this, it escapes their notice that by the word of God the universe existed long ago [ Genesis 1:1 ] and the earth was formed so that it was out of water [ land masses ] and by water [ the oceans ],
v. 6 -	through which water the world at that time was destroyed [ Genesis 1:2 ], being flooded with water [ WhT tohu  wbhW wabohu: desolate and empty ].
v. 7 -		By this same Word the present heavens and earth are reserved for fire, being kept for the day of judgment [ end of time ] and destruction of ungodly men.


